DrChrono EHR and Medical Billing
for Pain Management Practices
Optimize Patient Care & Grow Your Practice
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#1 Mobile EHR by Black Book
2013 - 2018

Top 10 EHR by Black Book
for Pain Management

#2 EHR by KLAS for 2-10
Provider Practices

Pain Management EHR Essentials
Charting with Speed

Pain Management Flow Sheets

Customize or use prebuilt pain management forms
immediately available in the drchrono Form Library for
common evaluations and procedures including ESIs,
ablations and trigger point injections.

Use dynamic flow sheets to track and report
on specific patient vitals, pain levels and other
conditions. Easily run reports based upon patient
vitals such as pain level for various types of reports.

eRx and EPCS in Office or On-the-Go

Optimized for Ambulatory Surgical
Centers (ASC)

Easily e-prescribe controlled and noncontrolled
substances to your patient’s preferred pharmacy
wherever you are on iPad, iPhone or web. Save
preferred medications and display all local pharmacies
on a GPS-enabled map. Plus, view medications
prescribed by other physicians to avoid substance
abuse and fraud.

Easily submit treatment plans and surgical preauthorizations with in-app consent forms. Manage
the ASC and practice operations in one place, or
easily integrate drchrono to your ASC EHR.

Maximize Payment Collection with Full Service RCM
Much of a practice’s lost revenue comes from improper coding or poor claim submission. With a 94%+ clean claim rate and
48-hour turnaround on denials, drchrono Revenue Cycle Management will maximize your practice’s revenue collection and
improve profits. Simply set a claim as ready for submission and let us handle the rest for you.

“

For 2 years, every Tuesday, my Office Administrator would look for an EMR system for the practice. We were
looking for something intuitive, straight-forward, and user-friendly. drchrono is the best for that and they are
constantly improving. The switch from paper was a little tough for me, but I love using drchrono now. We
were able to set up our templates and it saves time. It’s also easy to take to the ASC because drchrono is on
my phone.
- Dr. Alexander Zonshayn, MD, AZ Pain Management Clinic
I think about what my doctors and what my patients are going to be looking at. I’ve gone through 5
different EHRs over the course of my 30+ years of experience, and with drchrono, I have a solution for my
entire practice and I know I have the best software for my practice.
- Dr. Timothy Davis, MD , Orthopedic Pain Specialists
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About DrChrono

13+Million 1.2Million
Patients cared for
by DrChrono physicians

Appointments
booked/per Month
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%

Claims paid within
60 days

Top Reasons Pain Management Specialists Love Us
Do More with Your Practice
• Save time with integrated EHR & medical billing that eliminates double-entry and human errors. Enter patient information
once and automatically pass data to clinical charts, e-prescription, lab orders, billing, and more.
• Quickly verify deductibles and coinsurance with real time insurance eligibility check.
• Easily manage referrals from other physicians by attaching faxes directly to a patient chart.
• Order blood work or imaging from any of drchrono’s 40,000+ integrated labs or imaging centers on iPad, iPhone or web
and receive results directly into the patient’s chart.
• Get paid faster with Industry leading iHCFA integration as well as with Emdeon and Trizetto.
• Minimize paperwork with digital intake and consent forms by having patients check in on iPads or through drchrono’s
online patient portal and automatically attaching the forms to the patient’s chart.
• Automatically populate pain management codes for different appointment types or trigger codes based on notes taken
in medical from.

Progressive Clinical Charting
•
•
•
•

Chart in seconds with customizable pain management forms programmed with your specific workflow and preference.
Access your schedule and detailed patient charts using a full-featured native EHR app on iPad and iPhone.
Dictate directly into specific forms using integrated medical speech-to-text eliminating tedious note taking.
Access and annotate X-rays, MRIs, and CT images directly from your iPad or iPhone and add them instantly to your
clinical note. Easily reference images in surgery or upload intraoperative photos for post-surgical review and sending to
referring providers.
• Text expanding buttons and shortcuts customizable to fit your shorthand.

Elevate Patient Experience
•
•
•
•

Allow patients to make appointments online or by phone and send automated reminders via text/phone/email.
Easily access and share patient education materials during an appointment or via patient portal.
Coordinate care between referring providers, therapists, and other rehab programs within drchrono EHR.
Communicate with patients with drchrono’s HIPAA-compliant patient portal with patient accessible mobile apps
and integrations.

Have any further questions about DrChrono Pain Management
EHR or interested in scheduling a private demo? Please email us
at ehr@drchrono.com.
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